Award-winning Author
Futurist for Humanity
Recognized by Forbes and Thinkers360
as one of the world’s top female futurists

ABOUT
Ayelet Baron is a Visionary Futurist focused on
ushering the Human Era by providing guidance
on building trusted relationships, collaborating
and managing healthy communities.
After a successful career as a tech executive in
the Silicon Valley, Ayelet began to see that there
is a healthier way to live and work.
As a multi-award-winning author, facilitator and
keynote speaker, Ayelet contributes insights
into:
Transforming blueprints for future evolutions
Unlocking dreams that few dare to actualize
Sparking trust, collaboration and community
She partners with changemakers, visionaries
and pioneers who are transforming education,
business, health and wellness, regenerative
agriculture and areas we are starting to identify
and create.

RECENT MEDIA
Futurist Ayelet Baron Predicts the
Future of Work and Life in 2022 and
Beyond
The Artists Podcast
Episode 96: What Are You Questioning?
Straight Talk Live
Ep 36, Ayelet Baron: Getting Off the
"Success Train" and Finding Your
Purpose and Path

CONTACT
connect@ayeletbaron.com
www.ayeletbaron.com
+1 650 996-1018

SPEAKING AND FACILITATION
Ayelet brings fresh perspectives that people are looking for right now. Bridging timeless
wisdom, insights and courage to show the way to what is possible is her forte.
During her corporate career, she ran strategy and operations for billion dollar global sales
organizations within Cisco Systems. She launched the first internal online community at Cisco
in 1999, as well as a daily portal to position IT as a strategic business partner.
As an early adopter of the future of work and leading global teams in five continents herself,
she saw what was coming next—the business and cultural shifts that organizations and
leaders would need to embody to be positioned for success in the 21st Century and beyond.
Many of the predictions are happening NOW.

THE TREKS
Seven customized, facilitated conversations and treks serve as a compass to navigate and
unlock the path to the future.
The treks are offered to organizations, in groups and to individuals either virtually, or when
possible, in person. Each Trek stands on its own, can be combined, or choose the entire series.

RADICAL TREKKING
Ayelet's books serve as guides where each person and organization is
asked to do their own work. She serves as your trusted partner as you
explore the emerging world of conscious living, conscious business,
future of life and work, and question everything.
The Radical Trekking platform includes a daily blog where Ayelet
shares her tales from the trek and the people she has met along the
way. A new feature is coming soon where she will share meaningful
and transformative conversations.

Click on the feet
for tales from the
trek

